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New doctors in Scotland receive a book of poetry to help them deal with
the stresses of the job, and have done so since 2014 — a fantastic affirmation
of poetry’s power to provide solace and consolation.
Please welcome Sue Le Mesurier, elected unopposed to the position of
NZPS Committee’s Vice President. Shane Hollands continues his Presidency,
also elected unopposed, and to whom we send our best wishes for a swift
return. Ever wanted to be an NZPS officer, such as our Secretary (ideally
Wellington-based) or our Treasurer? Email Katharine Allard for details:
info@poetrysociety.org.nz
Members with a new poetry collection released this year or launching in
2020: please share and celebrate your work in the Members’ Books column!
Email your name, book title, publisher, month/year of its release, cover image
and a brief description to Ivy Alvarez, editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
The theme for the Summer edition is Key. I would love to receive your
poetry-related articles, poetry event reports and, from our members, up to four
poems (40 lines max), sent by 10 October 2019 to the same address. Please
visit our page for updated guidelines: poetrysociety.org.nz/poems-reviews/afine-line-quarterly-magazine
For this Spring edition, Diane Brown asks the question: “How do you read
a poem?” Barbara Bailey shares her remembrance of Chris Bailey, poet and
artist. Insightful reviews from Vaughan Rapatahana, Jenny Clay, and Helen
Vivienne Fletcher may lead you to your next favourite book. And, as our
Members’ Poems take off with the theme of Mask, their words may leave you
feeling stripped to the bone.
I am delighted to present the work of our Spring Featured Poet, Susan
Wardell, whose poems lift the concrete of the world to reveal the life seething
quietly underneath.
We are also pleased to include Christine Hewton’s full poem, “Wavering
to Paper”, in these pages, with apologies for its truncation in the Winter
edition.
Thanks for reading, and for supporting the New Zealand Poetry Society.
Remember, an NZPS gift membership for the writer in your life will have
them thinking of you and your excellent taste all year-round.
I hope your National Poetry Day celebrations go splendidly. Wishing you
a grand springtime season!

NZPS needs a Secretary and Treasurer!
Skype in on our monthly Committee meetings and contribute your
ideas. Benefits include travel to the AGM and a free subscription to
a fine line. Please enquire with our Administration Manager
Katharine Allard: info@poetrysociety.org.nz
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How to Read a Poem
Diane Brown
‘How do you read a poem?’ a woman asked as we aqua-jogged.
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Quotations of the Season
Poems are meant to sit on the
tongue, be spoken and sung,
flung into someone’s ears …
That’s the power of poetry, that
it matters, that it creates fire
and movement out into the
world.
— Selina Tusitala Marsh
Poetry is language in orbit.
— Seamus Heaney

Despite years of writing and reading poems and a degree in literature, I
had no easy answer. My pool friend was talking of the poems in the Otago
Daily Times’s section The Mix and, in particular, poems without the certainty
of rhyme and metre that she was familiar with. Many modern poems have
irregular lines and seem to follow no pattern. Where does the emphasis go?
How do you know when to pause? And how do you interpret?
The Romanian poet Paul Celan said: ‘A poem, as a manifestation of
language and thus essentially dialogue, can be a message in a bottle, sent
out in the — not always greatly hopeful — belief that somewhere and
sometime it could wash up on land, on heartland perhaps. Poems in this
sense, too, are under way: they are making toward something.’
I find this a helpful way to think of a poem. A bottle lying on the sand.
You pull out the paper and unfold it. It’s in hieroglyphics. Imagine the
frustration. All you know is that you have received a message from far
away. A person reaching out. To you. Maybe you must live with the
uncertainty, maybe you can find tools to help decipher it.
Relax, there are no hieroglyphics in The Mix! The first thing to consider
are the lines. These are the fundamental units of a poem, as opposed to
prose, which is constructed of sentences. The distinction can sometimes be
murky, especially when it’s a prose poem that straddles the boundary.
In general, there should be a reason for the poet ending a line on a
particular word. It indicates a micropause. Unless it’s an enjambed line,
which means you need to keep on reading for it to make sense. The best
way to approach a poem is to read it aloud and pay attention to the rhythm.
Since most modern poems don’t concern themselves with metre, the
rhythm can be hard to detect. Trust your ear.
I have just read Charlotte, a novel by French writer Davis Foenkinos.
It’s an account of real-life German artist Charlotte Salomon, who was killed
in Auschwitz.
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Spring 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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A reviewer said it was a poetic novel. It’s set out like poetry with
lines that don’t reach the margin. However, it reads like prose.
Foenkinos explains that the only way he could write the
overwhelmingly tragic story was to end every line with a full stop.
‘At every point I felt blocked. / Impossible to go on./ It was a
physical sensation, an oppression. / I felt the need to move to the
next line in order to breathe. / So I realized I had to write it like
this.’ The slash indicates a line break. I call this moving book a form
of creative non-fiction, not poetry. It deliberately doesn’t flow.

The best way to approach a
poem is to read it aloud and
pay attention to the rhythm

Contrast that with a recent Mix poem, “Corner of Dreams” by
Jenny Powell. A happier subject: a boy with glitter in his mouth,
inspired by Dunedin graffiti. The lines are long. I’ve taken a three-line stanza from the middle of the poem:
Born on the wall of theatrical fall a boy with a mouth full of glitter
is streaming the light in mosaics of colour. Teeth gleam like sequins
of tin, neon grin shoots across the rubble in sun-screened beams of graffiti.

Reading it aloud, you discover internal rhymes. Internal rhymes are rhymes that do not land at the end of the
line. For example, in this poem, such internal rhymes can be found in wall, fall, and full. There are also internal
rhymes in sequins, tin, grin, and gleam and beams.
Alliteration is important too, such as glitter, graffiti, grin; theatrical, teeth, tin; streaming, sequins, shoots, sunscreened. There is no particular metre pattern in the poem, but there is so much repetition of sound that the words
gallop along like a horse.
As for pausing, I would pause after ‘glitter’ and certainly after ‘graffiti’, where the full stop and the stanza break
demands it. But breaking up a sentence and placing ‘sequins’ at the end of one line, and the preposition ‘of’ at the
start of a new line, is called an enjambment. This is where the meaning must be found by reading onwards.
As to why the poet chose to break the line at ‘sequins’, this is a personal choice that may have been to do with
appearance. The visual appearance of a poem is another important element in poetry that differentiates it from prose.
The white breaks at the end of lines, as well as the breaks in between stanzas, indicate silence and space. Silence and
space are rare commodities these days, and as good as an incentive as any to take a moment to engage with poetry.
But I can hear you asking, What of a poem without such obvious musical qualities? Take some lines from Liz
Breslin’s recent poem, “poem where I write the word icecream instead of the word feminism”:
there isn’t really a right time of day for icecream
you can always fit it in, even between meals
and those odd people who say they don’t like icecream
just haven’t investigated all the options yet.

This poem takes a conversational tone but requires a minute pause at the end of each line. It easily rolls off the tongue.
Timing myself, I find each line takes about three seconds to read aloud. The human brain constructs and absorbs
verbal phrases in three-second units. Three seconds is also the natural length of individual communication between
a mother and a newborn child. So, three-second chunks of sound appeal to the human soul at a deep, almost
subconscious level. However, I’m sure Liz Breslin relied on her natural ear to construct this sly and witty poem.
Interpreting a poem can require a consideration of sound, appearance, surface, and underlying meanings, as well
as more words than the poem itself. And it’s easy to beat the life out of them.
Dear Reader, I urge you to simply enter into a dialogue with the poem and listen to what it has to say, even if
you only get a glimpse of understanding, such as when communicating with speakers of other languages. That’s
still more understanding than you had before. Don’t be afraid, keep an open mind, and enjoy the meeting.
• This article first appeared in the Otago Daily Times, 20 August 2018.
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Hello, Kia Ora and Welcome —

President’s
Report

I would like to begin by thanking our beloved and
valued Patrons, Dame Fiona Kidman and Vincent
O’Sullivan. We are continually grateful for them, and for
our voluntary Committee members.

Shane Hollands

In 2018-19, we welcomed nearly 100 new members who
joined the NZPS for the first time. We are delighted to have
each of you as part of the Society. We thank and greatly
appreciate all our renewing members, some of whom have
supported us for over 10 years. To show our appreciation of
a rising strength in younger poets, we have also introduced a
reduced fee Student membership and instigated our
successful Instagram visual poetry competition.

In other good news, we sold out of our 2018 anthology – launched in November – before Christmas! We are almost
halfway through a reprint, with sales still steady. Credit goes to Gail Ingram, our 2018 Editor, and Rata Ingram for her design
work, and congratulations to all our featured poets. The judges from our 2018 competition: Anne French, Janis Freegard,
Katherine Raine and Quendryth Young, also did an excellent job picking our well-deserved winners from many strong poems.
More recently, the Society was the grateful recipient of a generous bequest from poet Jill Chan, ensuring the
financial stability of the Society for years to come. We are deeply appreciative of her kindness.
The Committee has been enhanced by the skills of two new members: Jamie Trower, and Sue Le Mesurier. I’d like to
thank past committee members, Lonnard Watkins and Mike Subritzsky, for their work over the last year. Laurice Gilbert is
moving on from her role as Treasurer and from the Committee, thus ending many years of involvement with the Society. She
will be sorely missed. Katharine Allard, our Administrator, has worked hard in the background to keep things running.
Emma Shi joined us as Editorial Assistant and has been ably assisting our Editor, Ivy Alvarez, to deliver a
magazine full of thoughtful pieces from a variety of talented contributors. Committee member E Wen designed all
the past year’s covers for us and has grown our following on Instagram. We now have nearly twice as many
followers on Facebook as we did two years ago.
We are aiming to grow our poetry community in all ways, so please, join us on social media, send us an email,
and ask your local library or school to subscribe to NZPS’s magazine, a fine line. We always love to hear from you
and welcome your thoughts on the direction of the Society.
Yours Sincerely,
Shane Hollands
President, New Zealand Poetry Society

Results of the 2019 NZPS Annual General Meeting
Held at Knox Church, 449 George St, Dunedin on Saturday 22 June 2019, 2pm
Committee

Finances 2018-2019

President – Shane Hollands re-elected

Loss of 10,504 for the year.

Vice-President – Sue Le Mesurier elected

Balance 5,658 as at 31 Mar 2019

Treasurer – Laurice Gilbert resigned. Duties
to be temporarily covered by Administration
Manager in the absence of any volunteers.

Budget 2019-2020

Secretary (vacant). Duties continue to be
covered by Administration Manager.

Expected expenditure – 20,949

Expected income – 21,758
Projected surplus – 809

Committee members
Jamie Trower, E Wen Wong, Ivy Alvarez
(Editor) all re-elected

Full accounts available from info@poetrysociety.org.nz
Membership and constitution changes still to be
worked out. No changes as yet – to be followed up.
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About
Our
Contributors

Barbara Bailey: writer, painter. Barbara’s work is
intrinsically linked. It shares expressive elements that
connect human-being perceptions, emotions and
experiences. Paintings exhibited throughout New Zealand
and overseas.
Wanda Barker: Vic Uni pre-IIML. Published NZ mags
1990-2000s. All Her Dark Pretty Thoughts (2017).
Meniscus 5 (2018). a fine line (Autumn & Spring
Editions). Mayhem 6. Highly Commended in 2019 NZ
Flash Fiction.
Diane Brown is a novelist, memoirist, and poet, who
runs Creative Writing Dunedin. She is the editor of The
Mix poetry column for the Otago Daily Times.

Jenny Clay has an Advanced Diploma in Applied Arts (Writing) from Whitireia. Her poetry has been published
in New Zealand and overseas.
Helen Vivienne Fletcher is a children’s and young adult author, spoken word poet, and playwright. She lives in
Wellington, where she teaches creative writing classes for children and adults.
Alexandra Fraser is an Auckland poet published in many magazines and anthologies. Her second poetry
collection, Star Trails, will be published later this year by Steele Roberts.
Michael Giacon is from Auckland, and a founding member of Isthmus Poets, alumni from the AUT Master in
Creative Writing.
Cherry Hill is a retired teacher of Japanese and Chinese languages. She is a farmer of deer and sheep. Her farm
is on the edge of Lake Ellesmere/Te Waihora.
Part-time work as an ESL editor and writer allows Helen Oliver time for tai qi, books, poetry, music, family
and friends. She loves the sea, kayaking, Coromandel beaches and travelling.
Vaughan Rapatahana continues to write in his two main languages, to be published widely across several
genres and to live across three countries. He has a Ph.D in existential philosophy from the University of Auckland.
ngā whakamatuatanga/interludes (Cyberwit, Allahabad, India) is his latest poetry collection.
Trish Veltman is a poet, novelist and blogger living on the Kapiti Coast. She has had several poems published
and is currently completing a poetry collection, and a third novel.
Susan Wardell is from Dunedin, where she teaches Social Anthropology, while raising two small humans and a
few potted plants. She has had poetry published in Landfall, Takahē, and Not Very Quiet.
Christchurch writer Karen Zelas is the author of four books of poetry (most recently I am Minerva and The
Trials of Minnie Dean) and a play in verse. www.karenzelas.com

Write for a fine line
Select contributions receive a small payment of
an NZ book token.

Articles
$40 book token for articles 750-1000 words
Reviews

Payment to writers
Poems
$20 book token per poet NZPS members may
submit 3-4 poems of up to 40 lines.
Featured Poet
$40 book token for four poems at editor’s
invitation.
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$20 to $40 book token for reviews 500-1000
words. Quotations of poetry excluded. Visit our
bookshelf:
poetrysociety.org.nz/poems-reviews/booksavailable-for-review
N.B. There is no payment for regional reports or
Letters to the Editor.
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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Toitū

Spring
Featured
Poet

Sitting in a small bunk at The Settlers’ Museum as
invisible wires moan ship’s pain to make my ears
a vessel of history. Here alone between old
letters, luggage, I am the orphan of oppressors.
Feet

like

fenceposts,

chest

a

split

coracle,

straining seawater, and I can’t row against the
past any more. This story is a fretted doily,

Susan Wardell

darned over again and again, crammed into the
corner of a drawer that says: name me. Save me!

Evening in Creswick
The edge of the day smells purple and rare
here the shadows of fig tree and pear
scratch at old wood, villas
emitting the vapours of history
long after the pop of cooling tin
has come good, warped in.
Track lizards under concrete
and the clouds tucking fat feet
under far hills. Sun licks
its plate clean, blue
to a stainless sheen, and beneath
in six-legged lines, paths diverge
into dry grass, and dreams.
Mosquito, mosquito,
latch your thoughts against
small terrors, let

I need a name that is not just my own, to groan
under the quantum pull of a distant home. The
earth where I shit, I stole. But I know the shape
of no other shore, and just thinking that I spill
blue sweat into a green sea, and it won’t have
me, so I jump ship, turn corner to find that close
by a woman sings (through the speakers hidden)
in a small house. She is Scottish and hoarse in a
lilt not unhopeful. And a baby cries. Oh mud,
mud, mud cloys - but it is her mud, or at least
she thinks so. I think of her, as I lean by her
shack full of grit and coarse wool, its half-shell
open to all those fluorescent false memories, yet
empty where I place my foot, yes even my foot,
treacherous and other, in a shoe from elsewhere
still – another nowhere-that-knows-me and thus
a poor tool for kicking out one’s history – and
there I try and remember if I was once this
woman. If she begat me. But I do not know, and
the voice tells me it’s time to go (home).

your swollen verandas
open to the drone
of stars, the throat

Want to advertise with us?

of night.

We offer half and full-page ads.
$35 for a half page ad
$75 for a full page ad

There’s something beyond craft that makes
a powerful poem powerful. ... I want
poems that heighten my awareness of the
phenomenal world.
— Rick Barot

Please send bookings
and enquiries to
Katharine Allard
info@poetrysociety.org.nz
a fine line — read by dedicated lovers of
poetry
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My therapist is blind
(a haiku sequence)
My therapist is
blind. We both enjoy the rain.
We finish on time.
My therapist is
blind. I pay in little coins
and the cost of hope.

My therapist is
blind. As a parting gift buys
paua butterflies.
My therapist is
blind. I punch out a goodbye
in braille. Holes open.
My therapist was

My therapist is
blind. I share dreams of perfume,
oranges. Small doors.

blind. What if I forget her
face. Her face. Her face.
My therapist was

My therapist is

blind. My therapist is blind.

blind. I stare the full hour, but

And sometimes I see.

never dream her face.
My therapist is
blind. Trained to hear tears
like a land-mine rat.

Soldiers building snow-castles
The soldiers are building
snow-castles, after four decades

My therapist is
blind. I come afraid, longing,

of war, their faces young
and their hands

and leave just longing.
stained white with snow,
My therapist is
blind. I don’t tell her that I
want to die. I lie.

you will show your children
their work
draw them near
to lay wide eyes

My therapist is
blind. I listen to her face.
Don’t know how to stop.

on shining new
memorials, mutable
whole, you will watch

My therapist is
blind. I could wear a wedding
dress. She wouldn’t know.

the soldiers at sunset
heading home
across the ice, arms linked

My therapist is

and laughing, returning home

blind. I pass her a hand-warmed
stone. We make progress.

to their parents
waiting with hot tea, waiting

My therapist is
blind. Even when everything

to enjoy
the spoils of peace.

else is changing form.
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Feature
Article
Chris Bailey: A Rememberance
Barbara Bailey

Chris Bailey
Poet. Actor. Writer. Painter.
16 July 1941 (Surbiton, England) –
20 August 2018 (Helensville, Auckland)

We met at a Durham-University, Saturday-night hop.
Chris lived in Hatfield College, reading Modern
Languages. I was at the local art school.

Chris Bailey. Detail. Self Portrait, acrylic on board.
2018. 70x40 cms.

Tall, slim, and slightly gangly, he had a crop of shiny black hair, irresistible charm, and chat-up lines that set me
into a spin. The exotic smell of Gauloises clung to him. The tobacco stained his yellow leather gloves worn at bus
stops on cold nights.
He smelled of booze, too, and, when my dad first met him, he said Chris smelled like a pint pot.
From Draguignan, France, where he lived for a time in the 60s, he sent poems and letters most days:
I shiver in the draughts.
I read the letter.
I just want to be back.

(“Draguignan, Winter 62-63”)
Always he had a notebook tucked into a pocket and a pencil that needed sharpening. His left-handed scrawl
filled pages with new words, landscape descriptions, and overheard conversations.
These collections of observations were utilised. They became poems, stories, and school plays in establishments
where he taught and was headmaster.
He embraced them when shaping characters and learning lines for TV commercials and film auditions.
Too fancy?
The LA……SAGNA’’S too fancy?
Oh fancy that
I can’t abide the fancy food
So, what did ya ‘ave?
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Spring 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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I had the TORTELLINI CON RICOTTA.
Oh, nice.

( “La,,,,,sagna”)
Chris remembered his prep school days in Bognor Regis and head-boy time at Kingston Grammar. Names of his
classmates were remembered, and he was full of the pranks and games they got up to:
Ellis Korn, Harris and me
we walked Westering on
Bognor Beach, eight year olds.

(“Myths and Legends”)
English seaside places fascinated him and much of his writing evokes piers, promenades, and English Channel
seas. As a student, he had summer jobs at Butlin’s Holiday Camp and seafront pubs.
One summer before we married, in an effort to gather cash, we worked in Blackpool. Chris, with his black barwaiter suit and polished shoes, had pockets full of tips that we spent on our days off.
Chris Bailey was a loner. He struggled with relationships. Initially, he would embrace new employers, and like
a chameleon, he became what they wanted. But after a short time, he needed out.
He wanted his own show, his own way.
Chris was an inspirational teacher, preacher (in school chapels), and headmaster. English language was his love
and, along with that, he taught Latin, French, and Spanish. The school productions for which he wrote were
colourful and very funny. Often full-scale musicals were spectacular, with get-up-and-boogie tunes.
Since the early days of our marriage, he talked about living alone. All he needed, he said, was a room. When
going through Parnell on the bus, he would point at the sash windows of the run-down pub at the bottom of Parnell
Rise and say that a room there would suit him.
This was hard to deal with when I was struggling to create a home, a family, wanting a dad for our boys, and
some sort of security and sense of togetherness.
At the drop of a hat, we moved from Durham to Freeport, the Bahamas, Los Angeles, New York, Durham,
Crooked Island, Bahamas, Durham, then New Zealand.
When we lived on Waiheke Island, I taught him to paint. He could draw, had an imagination, and was
determined to portray his days and thoughts.
Like his paintings, his poems illustrate his life, a life that he was always figuring out and trying to make sense
of. As a performance poet, Chris enthralled audiences with his insightful verses about the everyday:
I throw caution to the winds
and buy a pie
The winds throw caution back

(“Picture In My Head”)
We did have fun. There was always music. Classic rock and blues blasted from collected tapes, and Chris
danced in a hippity-hop way. He was funny, witty, and clever with words. But on some days, especially later in his
life, a dark cloud engulfed him and he emerged, sometimes, only after a few drinks.
He was an avid reader of the latest novels and biographies, loved international film festivals, and could eat a
steaming hot curry at any time of day.
A loving dad, he guided his boys through school, taught them to drive, and treasured their letters, phone calls,
and visits.
The moon button-bright,
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the planets, beady-eyed,
I see to children no longer there.
Ghost children,
all gone.
I listen to their voices

(“Ghost Children”)
He looked for a way out of marriage. Then, after a long, dark, non-productive period, an opportunity arrived,
and he left me for another woman:
All those years, a lode-stone spinning
chartless, sinning, sadly sadly
by omission. I did not listen to the song.

(“Redemption”)
There was a time when we had no contact, then out of the blue he called me. We talked a lot about people
known, places visited, and our shared history. Chris liked Helensville. He went there initially to visit a newborn
granddaughter, then bought a house and established his writing and painting space. He loved his trees, the lime, the
lemon, and the vine, wrote poems about them, and the cats that visited his garden:
I’m holed up in Helensville,
muzzle to muzzle with cattle,
beak to beak with geese,
steamed in drizzle on the wetland
under clouds that snap
like washing on the line,
all wrapped in the roil
of the river,
the coil of the ox-bow,
the mahogany tide,
the leer of sly cats
keeping dry behinds
dry behind the window.
I’m holed up In Helensville…

(“Holed Up In Helensville”)
Phone calls were shorter when he was ill, exhausted by a hacking cough, leukaemia, shingles, and a dose of Bell’s
palsy that took his energy. He stopped drinking. Notebooks were filled only with medication-taking times and dosage.
I’m washed out and hiding
in this bay,
in the grey and
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Spring 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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gun-metal sheen,
counting the notches
in the sharp-edged
hills I feel the rain
seep in.

(“After The Rain”)
The last time I saw him was in Auckland Hospital. He had been ambulanced there after collapsing at home.
Love filled the room. Propped up in bed, Chris, with a flushed, misshapen face, made an enormous effort to
show us that we were much loved.
I said goodbye.
I miss him.
Ecce Homo
Behold the man?
Here I stand, OK?
At the end of the day,
half sedated, dislocated,
hanging on by fingernails,
hanging in with eyes
like snails, I peer
through my glass darkly,
savouring the grace
of small things —
the cicatrice of plum,
the winter sun,
the thrum of casuarina
trees, a mercury sky,
an alien breeze.
At the end of the day
here I stand.
Behold the man, OK?

(“Ecce Homo”)
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Reviews
Anatomize
Natasha Dennerstein
(San Francisco, California:
Norfolk Press, 2015)
ISBN 9781600521225. RRP: US$14.95. Paperback. 73 pp.
Reviewed by Helen Vivienne Fletcher

Anatomize marries anatomy and personal narrative in this
intelligent collection of poetry. In a moment of synchronicity, I
began reading this collection in a hospital waiting room, without
having realised how appropriate the content would be.
Across six sections, Natasha Dennerstein takes us
beneath human skin, both metaphorically and literally. Each
section focuses on a different area of the human body —
skull & bones, internal organs, blood, skin, sense & sex,
hair, and hair, teeth & nails. Each begins with a quote —
from Shakespeare to bluegrass song lyrics, to New Zealand
poetry. Dennerstein’s eclectic tastes and influences shine
through here, informing the rest of the collection.

Initially, I found the themed nature of the poems distracting,
with my attention diverted from the imagery and narrative of the pieces, landing instead on each new mention of bone or
skull. I noticed this less as I read further into the collection, perhaps either because linking the poems to their themes
became broader, less literal, in later sections, or simply because I had become more engaged in the work, letting go of the
mechanics of how each poem was written.
Within the overall themes, Dennerstein introduces a range of subjects and voices. Most pieces offer a first
person perspective and, one assumes, from Dennerstein’s own personal narrative. We also see the poet at various
points in her life. For example, in “my year of trichotillomania”, we encounter a child version of Dennerstein.
Through simple language and repetition, a convincing childlike voice is created.
twisting hair round and round
till I twist it right out
I don’t often go out
mommy doesn’t like me going out
cause of mommy’s secret cancer that
dares not mention its secret name
so I stay in my room with my secret

(“my year of trichotillomania”)
This continues throughout the piece, with each line taking a word from the previous one, creating a spiralling
feeling that mimics confused thought patterns. Dennerstein shows a masterful attention to detail throughout the
collection, especially in her use of repetition in sounds, lines, and single words.
Dennerstein also explores a range of poetic styles, from villanelles to prose poetry. This variation makes for a lively and
engaging read, offering funny and thoughtful moments in turn, sometimes both within the same piece.
The personal, scientific, and fantastic often intermingle. For example, one might interpret the prose piece, “Read
During the Donation”, as a straight recording of procedural instructions for blood donation, but only for the first
three lines. The piece then changes tack with the statement: ‘As a general rule of thumb, most vampires seem to
need at least four litres of fresh, high-quality blood per month…’. This quirky sense of humour makes the scientific
aspects of the poem accessible, and the medical details are amusing,
rather than a source of fear.
A word of warning: bodies — both functioning and malfunctioning
— are explored in depth here. While there is nothing gruesome, those
who feel queasy at the mention of blood and viscera may wish to avoid
this one. For those with stronger stomachs, this is a clever, engaging
book well worth reading. I think this is a collection that will have special
appeal to those with their own malfunctioning bodies, and enjoyed by
those lucky few whose corporeal vessels work as planned.

The personal, scientific, and
fantastic often intermingle
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Two young male poets. Both published by Victoria
University Press of Wellington. Both with their first, fulllength collections.

People from the Pit Stand Up
Sam Duckor-Jones (Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2018)

Both with a lot to say in the sense there are words
everywhere. Verbosity, garrulousness, loquaciousness —
sesquipedalian in places, actually. These boys delight in
washing their respective mouths with heaps of words. They
both also like to play with lexis — Kennedy with obscure
words reeling out reams of pithy points of view and
adumbrations; Duckor-Jones with br eak ing up words into
spaced out synapse, often about reaming and being reamed.
He sculpts his poems from ‘the pit up’, and this is visible on
most pages.

ISBN: 9781776561933. RRP: $30. Paperback. 109pp.

There’s No Place Like the Internet
in Springtime
Erik Kennedy (Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2018)
ISBN 9781776561957. RRP: $25. Paperback. 80pp.
Reviewed by Vaughan Rapatahana

Lots of poems, too. Duckor-Jones’s book has 33 poems.
Some of these poems group several other poems as part of
their processional progress, making for another 38 subpoems, if you will. Kennedy’s book has 48 poems,
generally far less lengthy than those of the Wairarapa bard,
Duckor-Jones, and divided across three unnamed sections.
More, they both add notes, with the Christchurch rhymer’s
being the more arcane. Duckor-Jones adds in several of his
own illustrations, too.
Perhaps too many words in places, too many poems?
Why do I question myself here?

Because — for me — there is a definite curateeggishness about both collections. There is a bit of blather in
the work of both boys, which fortunately doesn’t blank out
the delectable portions of their repasts. Some overreaching
for effect in Kennedy, some overwritten passages for
Duckor-Jones, who is the franker of the two and is never
afraid to reveal his emotions, his lusts, his intensities. Indeed,
Kennedy is the more reserved, and mainly swerves away
from deep, personal depth charges and more into drollness — here and there verging on silliness as, for example,
in a poem like “Georgics”. Not that he is alone here. “Sensitive Boys” by Duckor-Jones impinges on inanity in its
impressionism.
Such are the characteristics of youthful poets, eh.
Now, please do not get me wrong here. Both poets also can and do write fine poetry, as interspersed here and
there across their pages (Kennedy at 80 pages, Duckor-Jones at 109 pages). It is their shorter work that most
appeals, whereby there is no space allowed to overreach for effect or to over-ramble about personal inclinations.
And the best way to prove the point is for me to quote a couple of poems in full, as here. The first is by DuckorJones:
The woman at the shops she said
Is it you who plays the loud music?
& I said

uh oh

& she said

haha

is that good or bad!

I just want to tell you that I feel like I know you

& she had this awful husband
She said

I was so tired

It was me & the kids & I was

Fell asleep in a pile of laundry
from next door
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about two in the afternoon & the girl

she saw me through the window

She sent me to bed

so tired
She came over
cleaned the house
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Laundry

dishes

whole thing

& I said

once when I was very sad

my mother

came over with her powerful vacuum &

took care of the floors
We were both quiet for a moment

Then I said

any requests?

& she said
I like it best

when Maria Callas

sets the hedge aquiver

(“Suburban Rescue”)
This next poem is by Erik Kennedy:
A nap on the farm was as common as a two-headed sheep.
This is why Meredith never learned to nap.
I, on the other hand, was encouraged to dream whenever
I wanted. In naps or in nap-like afternoons I smothered
in imagination. An only child is the parent of its parents,
a dictator with a small bedroom. I guess they had coherence
those days in the close suburban yards and modest shrubberies
when I imposed my will on my impractical,
summery family. I’ve always had trouble getting things done since.
I seem to be walking along a floor mounted on springs.
When you are happy you have a responsibility to those who
are unhappy
to do your best with it. Even if it ends badly.
Most of my choices are bad and good interspersed,
like wearing a motorcycle helmet while riding a horse.

(“The School of Naps”)
These are two fine poems. They both express honest reflections and are not embossed with extra stylistic
encumbrance — quite the opposite, in fact. A cut-to-the-quick Kennedy shows us his excellent command of simile,
while Duckor-Jones does have quite some skill at pruning away exclamatory verb verbiage when he chooses to.
Both poets are best when they keep their craft simpler, which is always the case in these collections.
In other words, fewer words.
I also believe their poetry would be ideally suited to
performance, and I can well imagine Duckor-Jones dealing to his
platoon of clay men in front of an amused audience. I don’t have
to imagine Kennedy reading aloud, because I was fortunate to see
and hear him do so last year in 2018. He presents his especial
intelligent wry humour best in situ on stage.
What else is there to say? Duckor-Jones likes to include birds
of several species in many of his poems, as well as sequential
dominoes about leaving and loving men or not. Kennedy is
fixated on assembling a more distanced algorithm of aphorisms
replete with clever contrasts and contradictions, into his own
quaint zoo.

They are committed poets,
and if they do write poetry,
they will be committed,
such is the obsession
poets have
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And both must continue honing their respective crafts, which is admittedly a pretty asinine comment, because I
know both will. They are committed poets, and if they do write poetry, they will be committed, such is the
obsession poets have.
Pai rawa te kohakoha kei konei. Ko rua ngā kaituhi toikupu ki he torohū nui. He waimarie ki a korua.
Tena koe.
(Translation: The effort here is excellent. Two poets with much potential. Good luck to both of you.
Thank you.)

All of Us
Adrienne Jansen and
Carina Gallegos (Wellington:
Landing Press, 2018)
ISBN 9780473451684. RRP: $22. Paperback. 81pp.
Reviewed by Jenny Clay

On my first reading of All of Us, I was unsure which
poems belonged to Adrienne Jansen and which to Carina
Gallegos, as there were no names attached. The content of
the poems is similar, although there is a difference in tone.
Jansen set up the Creative Writing Programme at
Whitireia Polytechnic in Porirua, and has helped migrants
learn English over many years. Gallegos grew up in Costa
Rica before moving to New Zealand, and has a background
in journalism and developmental studies. Their book was
longlisted for the Mary and Peter Biggs Award for Poetry
in the 2019 Ockham New Zealand Book Awards.

I read all the poems before reading the Introduction.
This was in February this year. I mention the time period as, after 15 March 2019, the poems have another
resonance, another layer.
The first poem of the collection has the same title as the book, and begins:
once upon a time
all of us here
were one of them there.

The poems are about ‘here’ and ‘there’, about immigration and transition, translation and interpretation,
meaning and dissonance and, sometimes, about meeting points. The introduction asks, ‘Where did these poems
come from?’ Gallegos writes from experiences shared with her by those from refugee backgrounds. As a migrant
herself, she found some of the stories easy to relate to.
Adrienne Jansen writes from two perspectives — her own, and those of migrants and refugees, telling their
stories without taking on their voices. Jansen says elsewhere that, for her, writing poetry is about paying attention.
The Introduction clearly distinguishes between the work of the two poets. Gallegos doesn’t like capitals and
doesn’t use them, while Jansen does. Gallegos connects issues of authority with capitals, although she is
comfortable with full stops and commas. Jansen sees punctuation as signposts. They both retell stories in an
accessible way.
Sometimes, there’s a possible dialogue between the poems. “hearing aid” by Gallegos is next to “Mary” by
Jansen. In “hearing aid”, a teacher and pupil talk loudly to each other in their own languages, with each wondering
if the other thinks they can’t hear him/her.
Jansen’s poem on the opposite page finishes with the following lines:
Listen, all of you, to her name.
It is strange and beautiful.
It means golden fruit.
‘No’ you say,
‘I will not call her by that name.
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I will call her Mary.’

A similar idea is present in the poem “Naming”, where
a name of many parts is reduced to something easy,
simplified to fit within the dominant culture. Rather than
attempting to understand multiple names, which can
reveal complexities that reflect who the person really is.
That language can be used as a limitation is also shown in
the poem “Conversations”. Here, a man who has studied
literature, speaks many languages, and has survived a war,
says a refugee is ‘a very small and flat thing’, one who is
given secondhand coats. A new coat would be out of
context. He asks, ‘When will you take your foot off me, so
that I / can stand up and be myself again?’
Many of the poems show differences in understanding
of language, such as “Lost in translation” by Jansen, and
“read” by Gallegos:
‘it says here’
the man in blue
points to a trail
like black ants
lined up on paper,
‘that you can read.’

In the poem, Luis knows that he can read many things: tropical rainforests, the medicinal use of plants, the notes
of a song, ‘her adobe brown face / the space between her brows’, and ‘the silence between / one gust of wind and
another.’ But when the man asks him about the trail across the paper, Luis doesn’t know:
‘the ants
on your page
don’t speak
to me.’

Yet in “The English class”, there is sometimes ‘a moment when / a sound becomes a meaning’, a shared meaning. Phoeun
brings lettuces in exchange for lessons. When asked if she grows the lettuce, she says, ‘Yes, I grow it.’ And an ‘Ah!’ follows.
There are other conversations within the book. An example is two prose poems by Jansen. One is a medical
certificate, titled “To whom it may concern”, for a school student from Columbia, who missed days at school. Later
in the volume is a reply, “To Dr O’Conor”. And still later, a poem by Gallegos, “medicine”, which appears to be in
the voice of the girl herself.
Many of the poems are about different experiences in similar
situations. In “christmas”, previous Christmas eves were filled
with ‘lights / flickering day and night’ and everything ‘charged /
with celebration’. This is a contrast to the Southern Hemisphere,
where the days are too long and bright for Christmas lights, and
with ‘too much silence’. In “kitchen”, the staccato gossiping
about women, all called ‘ana’ — ana sofia or ana maria — and
what they have been up to, comes before a dinner conversation.
However, the conversation focuses not on the refugee intake, but
on the weather — ‘let’s hope / it doesn’t rain.’ In “boat”,
Gallegos contrasts the image of a ferry on ‘cook strait’ with a

The poems are about ‘here’
and ‘there’, about immigration
and transition
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fishing boat carrying hundreds on board in the ‘java sea’ — ‘heavy with hope / the boat starts to sink.’
There are efforts to bridge gaps between cultures. A New Zealand student, who likes a new Columbian girl at
school, learns about the music he believes she is listening to in “cha-cha-cha”. When he tries to impress her with
his knowledge of Columbian music, she replies ‘I like k-pop’ ‘from south korea’, and offers him one of the buds
from her ‘wishbone wires’. Even when the assumptions are wrong, attempts to understand can be rewarded.
This is a book of contrasts, of two voices trying to encompass many voices, languages, glimpses of being other,
of bridges and precipices, of differences and difficulties, yet also with points of connection. I would thoroughly
recommend All of Us for the poetry and insights it offers.

Short Poems of New Zealand
Edited by Jenny Bornholdt
(Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2018)
ISBN 9781776562022. RRP: $35. Hardback. 175pp.
Reviewed by Jenny Clay

Jenny Bornholdt has selected from a wide range of New
Zealand poems for this elegant little hardback, titled Short
Poems of New Zealand. Bornholdt began collecting the
poems together in 2010, jammed into a brown manila
folder. Then life got in the way, as it does, and she didn’t
get back to them again until 2017.
In her Introduction, she discusses the criteria she used
for small poems. Initially, she thought of six lines and
under as small. This seemed too restrictive and she went to
ten. But, as there are many ten-line poems, she decided that
was too long, and settled on nine instead.

Among the chosen ones are a few poems with only two lines,
packing a punch way above their word count. There is Frances Samuel’s “Anorexia” — ‘electric doors / don’t sense her’ —
and Bill Manhire’s “My World I Poem”: ‘Inside each trench, the sound of prayer. / Inside each prayer, the sound of digging.’
Keri Hulme’s untitled poem stretches to three:
I asked for riches
you gave me
scavenging rights on a far beach.

Some of the poems are familiar and still powerful, such as Hone Tuwhare’s “Haiku (1)”:
Stop
your sniveling
creek-bed:
come rain hail
and flood-water
laugh again

Many of those chosen are by well-known poets, so some of the poems are also well-known, such as James K.
Baxter’s “High Country Weather” and Allen Curnow’s onomatopoeic “Wild Iron”. Denis Glover has four poems in
the volume, and a small poem of history captured my attention, called “Radio”:
Now we are alone at last,
You and I together,
Talk to me, 3YA,
Tell me about the weather.
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Eileen Duggan also has four chosen poems. I especially liked
“Night” — ‘You are the still caesura / That breaks a line in two.’
My eyes were drawn to other lines of poems from familiar authors,
such as the final lines in David Eggleton’s “Big City Rush Hour”
— ‘This town stands as open as an airport lounge, / Everyone
looks like a new arrival.’ And Peter Bland’s “Listening” — ‘When
we take our earphones off we can hear // earth’s huge silence
listening back.’
A few of the poems are in te reo, including two older poems in
Māori translated into English by Margaret Orbell. One, called
“Planting Spell / Tangi te kawekaweā”, is a seasonal poem —
‘They are waiting for the summer, when the warmth will come.’ It
finishes with the admonition ‘Dig!’ — ‘Kōia!’ Janis Freegaard’s
‘Forest Song’ is shaped by the Māori names for plants,
‘mingimingi karaka tarata karo.’
Reading the short poems, I am reminded of ones I previously
enjoyed: Fiona Farrell’s “Seven wishes”, and Fleur Adcock’s
“Things”:
There are worse things than these miniature betrayals,
committed or endured or suspected; there are worse things
than not being able to sleep for thinking about them.
It is 5 a.m. All the worse things come stalking in
and stand icily about the bed looking worse and worse and worse.

Gregory O’Brien, Jenny Bornholdt’s husband, has small illustrations separating the five sections of the book.
The separate themes were not obvious to me, nor were the links between the poems and the illustrations. Although,
sometimes elements in the illustration did seem to coincide with the first poem of the section. For example, there is
a fish in a window before Cliff Fell’s “Adultery in the Age of Pisces”.
Most of the poems are by New Zealand’s established writers. There is a range of voices, male and female,
historic and more recent, such as “text message” by Sam Duckor-Jones. What the poems have in common is a
wonderful succinctness. Here is Keri Hulme’s untitled:
Ah, sweet life, We share it
with cancers and tapeworms
with bread moulds and string beans
and great white sharks…

Selecting poems for an anthology is an individual choice, often veering towards those more familiar that have
been heard or read several times. Having said this, I really enjoyed this volume of poetry, and many of the poems
resonated with me. They have been carefully chosen and well presented. The size of the poems gives them
breathing space on the page, and the book has visual as well as intellectual appeal. It is a book for dipping in and
out of, or for reading cover to cover. It finishes with James Brown’s “Opening”:
There is too much
poetry in the world
and yet

To review books for a fine line.
please contact Emma Shi,
reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz

here you are.
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Members’
Poems
Trap

Stilettos and Lipstick

We took my mother’s ashes up the mountain
Laid down her prickly last few years

When I go to my sister’s wedding

All the fine wine fall out, words she couldn’t unsay
Carved into my bare skin

I will dress myself in my best behaviour.
I will wrap up in a twin cling of primrose silk

We threw handfuls of her into the west wind which

and prim smiles, veil myself inside my skin.

Blew her back in my face, not done with me yet
She dusts my eyelashes.

I will take a wide-brimmed hat,

Her clamouring voice echoes my failings.
Forgiveness is another planet

black, to shade my eyes. Pale yellow flowers
will flourish in the brim. I will glove my hands
and my tongue in pristine white.

My walls are wet with grief, someone dies, two are terminally ill
Another jumps from a bridge & leaves me soft with lament
Between deaths, there is a garden or beach or a seat
in the flames of sunrise & morning mist swirls
Sweet tea in my hands, cicadas with their feral chorus

I will stand straight in my polished black heels.
Even when she preens with gold and diamonds
and the husband she stole from me,
I will wear my shining lipsticked smile.

Summon blessings & I fear them
For what comes next on the comet tails of loss
My devotions tumble off somewhere else

Sheathed in a padded vest beneath my dress,
I won’t fall on stiletto barbs she shawls
in a simper of all’s fair in love...

It’s hard to trust the gods of goodness
Their promises have not actually turned up
Instead they’re flying over the proud hills
Saccharine feats in their pockets

I will drink one flute of champagne.
In slow, occasional sips, to stop the bubbles
getting up my nose.

Trailing un-landed prayers

I will smile.
All day.

They can take their grinning angels then
Their flutter-wings, their piles of righteous conceit
I’m done with their dewy reckonings

And when I get home,
I will shed my smile. I will strip to my skin

I’m with the gods of sticks and stones
With their sludge pickled arms

and step under hot rain in my shower,
to scrub away the sheen

With their traps & tricks on a short leash
What is maudlin in one house is rapture in another

of silk
and sister.

While species turn to ghosts, fish thin in oceans of regrets
My mess is at home with the wayward gods
My mess, knitted like a tangle of spiders
Their cloaks of mud and frayed sacks
weaving blankets & thick covers

— Wanda Barker
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— Trish Veltman

It’s a grab your camera

Perhaps he read my writing

or grab your brush

from the wrong perspective

kind of morning

maybe he’s dyslexic

but for some of us

More likely

there’s no rush

it was the smell of paint

to capture light

I used a lot

sparkling on frost,

Anyway, he lay upon his back

flirting with flax,

murmuring, she’s always

or turning trees gold.

such a kind wee lass

No, for some of us

So we poured cold water

it’s a mask the light

on his face and up he hopped

draw heavy curtains

choking and laughing a bit

kind of morning,

and said, right guys pack up

when snuggling in bed

Take your masks home with you

with coffee and a book

Class dismissed

looks more enticing.
So as well as art
We got out early too.

Apple turnover
— Cherry Hill
School was great today
In the art class
we made masks
I made a snake
in the grass, for biology
A rat for maths
They multiply so fast
A frog for p.e.
Always leaping about
A weasel for English
Called it split infinitive
Last a monkey
For the headmaster
The art master said

Masking
The winds blow

salt-brack

seaweed full of gull cries and sorrow
shadows dim the path
my eyes

branches beckon

fragile blue toadstools in the bush

waiting for the midnight moon
This is the mask I wear
when I hunt for the owl in the darkness
patched leaves
feathers

bone splinters stitched

plucked from a godwit

dead on the beach
The mask is tied with faded velvet
ribbon found remnant in a glory box
and when I go out to hunt the owl
it’s then you will see my own true face

that they were great

— Alexandra Fraser

But when he turned them over
and read the names upon the back
he had a sort of fit, or faint
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To My Hands

Since you left

My hands are a pair unto themselves – dexter

(Japanese: tatemae – outward show;

more dextrous than sinister. These hands

honne – true feelings)

have supported fevered foreheads, broken limbs.
Held and soothed, and hold still. Kneaded

Mostly, tatemae rules –
bright face, strong façade

dough and clay. Sewn, and pressed

presented to the world.

seedlings into earth, and twenty thousand shirts.
But, late at night, alone…
My hands have delivered; grasped

those stoic stones crumble

at life, and love. Hands replete

honne revealed
burst of anguish overwhelming

with dendrites – the thrill of fingertips

emptiness dulling my being

to skin: the tingle. My hands can navigate

equilibrium askew.

in darkness. Make themselves

— Helen Oliver

felt. Then, one ordinary day
they betray. Let slip a cup
– and I look. There! Hands

There’s something beyond craft
that makes a powerful poem
powerful. ... I want poems that
heighten my awareness of the
phenomenal world.

salvaged from some old woman,
mapped in blue; ichthyotic as a lizard.
Coffee-coloured islands expanding, despite
global warming, argan and manuka honey hand-cream.

— Rick Barot

— Karen Zelas

Behaviourisms
I’m Pavlov’s dog, I’m Skinner’s rat,1 I do know how to operate. From toilet down hallway second door right to lounge
the firm red sofa for that 3pm nap, flat on back head north
toes south, positioned perchance for afternoon sun, bay window behind yellow throw
tucked shoulders to socked feet, eye-mask poised on forehead, round side table right
device mute, remote, ear plugs in case somersaults shriek from the trampoline next door something classic to read
myself to the brink of reward, water, arm out sip, spectacles
remote noise off, mask deployed, arm in-under-out-scratch-in, falling forgetful from time
dreaming the Easter Show Ferris Wheel, lost, light filaments stir on eyes, back, better conditioned to do what I will,
peckish in fact, unmasked woof, cover thrown, scurry
to kitchen, open fridge, bathe in light bent to crisper bin, Granny Smith, rinse and bite
bitter-sweet.
____________________________________________

¹ Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936), BF Skinner (1904-1990).

— Michael Giacon
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Wavering to Paper
It’s now ...
Walruses and kings1 may not be my domain
But words and love and time
Thick with quotidian hooks
Are
I

hereby

The

call

record

of

upon

prosaic

footsteps

let me
and

surf

up

on

me

rolling

lift

yrevaw

to

sdrow
hcihw
gnirb
me

in
to

beach

Buoyed

i

by

g

g

i
n

n
o

bubbles

s

n

i

t
t

r

t

r

h

b
u

c
i

n

t
s
r

t

i

O

e

____________________________________________

... or never²

¹ Lewis Carroll, The Walrus and the Carpenter
² Elvis Presley It’s Now or Never

— Christine Hewton
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